Social Media - Case Study

CASE STUDY :
A unique blend of style, safety and comfort, Zero Risque inherits 30+ years of experience from its parent company, Kamadgiri Fashion Ltd.
The brand manufactures and sells utility and fashion-oriented masks and coveralls for a premium audience base.

PROBLEM STATEMENT:

We launched Zero Risque with an idea to create brand awareness, engagement and drive brand relevance. We also aided them to make a smooth shift from
selling only masks to being a fashion-oriented brand.

EXECUTION:

We launched new products and created awareness with interesting content in association with Shikhar Dhawan. The numerous contests and partnerships
with IPL teams like Rajasthan Royals & Mumbai Indians, and ISL teams like FC Goa, ATK Mohun Bagan and SC East Bengal, helped us increase conversations
around the brand. Moreover, we also helped Zero Risque sell out their Limited Edition Collection of 120 masks within a week.
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CASE STUDY :
The Project Café is a multidimensional venue that includes boutique rooms, al fresco dining, a cafe, an art gallery, concept store, and event spaces. Their
concept of experiential retail and hospitality creates an ecosystem of art and design as a part of their property’s interior design itself, allowing the audience
to experience the same in their respective contexts.

PROBLEM STATEMENT:

The brand aimed at increasing overall footfall and to flaunt the unique concept of dining, shopping, recreation and luxury accommodation among its
visitors.

EXECUTION:

Keeping in mind the uniqueness of the venue, we formulated a strategy to reach the targeted audience organically and created content that exhibits the key
attributes of their offering in an aesthetic way.
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CASE STUDY :
With an experience of 18+ years, Ventura Furniture stands for sophisticated and luxury outdoor furnishings catering to their B2B as well as B2C clientele.
Created under the leadership of a woman entrepreneur, Ventura’s elegant designs promise to fit in your space as well as your heart.

PROBLEM STATEMENT:

The luxury furniture brand wanted to shift its focus from B2B to B2C clientele, and improve its strategic brand positioning, creative representation, and
content creation across all digital platforms thereby increasing the number of organic page followers.

EXECUTION:

We created a premium look for the brand by using sophisticated visuals, designs and formats that resonate with the audience. This helped us achieve
extraordinary results in improving the brand's organic reach and engagement.
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CASE STUDY :
HealthXP is one of India's leading online fitness portals. They are known for delivering genuine sports nutrition supplements to health enthusiasts at
affordable prices.

PROBLEM STATEMENT:

HealthXP wanted to expand their reach to a wider audience and establish their status as a leader in the fitness & health supplements domain.

EXECUTION:

A comprehensive analysis of existing social media buckets and creative style was performed along with the introduction of rich media content like videos
and gifs.
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CASE STUDY :
HiCare wanted to expand its reach to a wider audience, drive sales through the digital medium, and establish its status as a leader in the pest & hygiene
services market.

PROBLEM STATEMENT:

HiCare wanted to expand their reach to a wider audience, drive sales through digital, and establish their status as a leader in the pest & hygiene services
market.

EXECUTION:

Who likes to see pests on a social feed? No one! Upon identifying the right audience and tapping the affinity areas, with HiCare we managed to build engaging
content that truly connected with potential audiences. We launched successful digital-first campaigns for their newly introduced services, by articulating the
right communication which relied upon displaying the brand as an expert. Apart from pest control, we are also helping them pave the way into the
home-cleaning domain.
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CASE STUDY :
Wine & Dine by Pilade Khilade is a multi-cuisine restaurant and bar, offering an exciting combination of ambience, aroma, and appetizers to its guests. It is
the perfect place for those who want to enjoy some leisure moments with their friends and family.

PROBLEM STATEMENT:

Having very little awareness among customers due to its newly-established outlet, Wine & Dine wanted to establish themselves as a fine dining restaurant
and bar in Amritsar.

EXECUTION:

Sophisticated and exciting creatives were made to attract the potential target group. Additionally, regular updates of upcoming events ensured maximum
footfall at the restaurant.
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CASE STUDY :
A fully functional gym and fitness center for those who desire a healthy and fit lifestyle, People's Gym is a Mumbai based gym that defines class with
equipment and functionality with its experienced trainers.

PROBLEM STATEMENT:

With an aim to increase the number of gym memberships, the brand wanted to improve awareness via social media platforms.

EXECUTION:

Using geo local targeting, we reached out to the right target audience interested in having a fit lifestyle. We also built an active community for the brand,
increasing conversations around the brand.
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CASE STUDY :
Desjoyaux Pools India is a leading swimming pool builder, manufacturer & supplier with over 1,400 pools designed & commissioned across India. The company's major focus relies on their patent technology of pipeless filtration and eco-friendly pools that can be made in just 10 days.

PROBLEM STATEMENT:

The company aimed at improving reach on social media to generate leads for the brand's products and services thus resulting in better sales.

EXECUTION:

A combination of organic and paid strategy was used to ensure maximum reach. Additionally, our continuous monitoring and optimization of paid campaigns resulted in helping us achieve over 700 leads on a monthly basis.
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CASE STUDY :
Pragati is one of India’s fastest growing organizations with a focus on providing property development solutions. The brand is a parent company to PISL at
focuses on providing EPC services for in-house projects, while also working as a contractor for various other MNCs & HNIs for infra development projects.

PROBLEM STATEMENT:

The brand wanted to implement a standard social media blueprint while improving brand identity for Pragati Group as well as its 2 other business verticals
(Pragati Warehousing & Pragati Infra).

EXECUTION:

We helped the brand create awareness among investors as well as achieve a leading position in the warehousing & logistics sector. Bringing in focus the
continual growth and ever-innovative spirit of the company, we helped them build a social media presence on LinkedIn and Facebook where they can share
company updates, news and project developments while building a community of B2B warehousing professionals.
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CASE STUDY :

TM

Biizlo is a multi-purpose & extensive home security app designed especially to address the security concerns of gated communities, housing societies and
condominiums. The app revolutionalises home security by replacing manual visitor register and digitizing security apps to secure spaces innovatively.

PROBLEM STATEMENT:

Being a startup, Biizlo wanted to reach a wider audience base leveraging social media and more specifically wanted to increase their reach on LinkedIn owing
to their plans to raise another round of funding. The brand was dissatisfied with the creatives posted earlier, and wanted us to change the page look.

EXECUTION:

We revamped all their social media accounts and content while entirely creating new brand guidelines. This ensured maximum retention of the company
profile in the audience's minds and helped us create awareness around digitizing the manual visitor management system. We also started a campaign
#FeelSecureWithBiizlo and achieved record-breaking results within 4 months of going live.
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OTHER BRANDS
A popular name in the pet food
industry, JerHigh is a Malaysian brand
that makes real chicken treats for
different categories of dogs. The brand
aims to help people establish a loving
relationship with their pets by offering
products that are healthy and tasty.

A ready to cook brand that offers
everything from gravies, momos, cutlets,
shots and sauces, Ceres uses authentic,
age-old recipes and turns them into
smack-worthy burst of flavours that
you’ll love!

OTHER BRANDS
Designed to give customers intelligent
and affordable homeware solutions,
Cosmo offers a range of homeware and
tableware products that not only look
good but are highly standardized.

An organic farming brand that is
devoted to offering nutrient-dense
produce to its customers, Bhoomi
Farmers is a Bangalore-based company
that sells fruits, vegetables and
value-added products to people who
want to invest in chemical-free, healthy
food.

OTHER BRANDS
Looking for quirky clothing is
incomplete without browsing Urban
Gully's faadu collection. The brand has
a wide range of fun t-shirts, shirts,
sandos, pyjamas, shorts and boxers.

Flexing big comes easy with Big Flex's
fitness supplements. The leading
sports nutrition and nutraceutical brand
aims at targeting people who desire to
lead an active and healthy lifestyle.

OTHER BRANDS
Little Luxury is a homegrown brand that
offers detail-oriented, premium outfits
for children. Creating free-spirited
collections that are inspired by Indian
heritage, the brand not only believes in
designing clothing but also in providing
children with a comfortable styling
experience.

In an attempt to give women the body
that they desire, Active Topicals uses
modern skin science to create products
that are safe, yet super effective.

OTHER BRANDS
Bubblipop is a fun brand that offers
flavored cashews. It focuses upon
unhealthy, mid-meal cravings and how
this problem can be solved with their
range of cashews that come in crazy
flavors to leave you amazed.

Farmvary is a new-age aquaponics &
hydroponics consultancy company that
is an expert in providing services from
small-scale setups to commercial
farms.

OTHER BRANDS
Pitti Engineering is a leading
manufacturer of Electrical Steel
Laminations, Motor Cores,
Sub-Assemblies, Die-Cast Rotors and
Press Tools. Being India's largest exporter
of laminations, the brand is listed on the
stock exchange and targets to
continuously improve forward-backward
integration along with enhancement of
manufacturing capacities.

A successful entrepreneur, builder,
nutrition expert, motivational speaker,
and founder and director of
ModiSpaces and People's Gym, Anand
Modi isn't just a man but a personality.
He takes part in social initiatives and
aspires to inspire people to stay
motivated and achieve their dreams.

OTHER BRANDS
The Cheaters’ at The Orb, Mumbai will
show you the joy of cheating on your
everyday diet. The place provides a
Classic American Bar and Grill
experience with modern ingredients and
combinations of food and drinks.

Pine Villa a prominent Mumbai-based
hospitality company with a chain of
luxury villas in Lonavala. The location
provides a complete package of
relaxation & rejuvenation for individuals
and families who want modern
amenities amidst the lush green
landscapes.

OTHER BRANDS
Investment advisory and asset
management firm, WelFra Investments
helps individuals help clients with
in-depth market information and
well-researched calls related to trading.

FUDX is a decentralized block-chain
based cryptocurrency. The brand's
token offers some unique attributes
that allow users to enjoy multiple
benefits through a hyperlocal
hospitality ecosystem accessible to
users around the world.

OTHER BRANDS
Navayuvak is a platform launched with
the intention of boosting and fostering
the entrepreneurship spirit of the youth
at the grass-root level in India. They
aim to become a one-stop hub for
start-ups as they are pioneers in
working for start-up ecosystems.

The real estate company was
established in 1971 with a motive to
offer quality housing solutions for
people to lead their lives comfortably.
Backed by a strong legacy of over
fivedecades, ModiSpaces is now
managed by fourth-generation
entrepreneurs. The company has
delivered over 56 residential &
commercial projects to date.

OTHER BRANDS
An organization in partnership with
ACRA and the EU, Namma Auto focuses
on sustainable transportation in
Bangalore and Chennai. They do this
mainly through their e-autos, while
supporting the mission of turning cities
free of pollution and traffic.

Spring Bio Solutions is an innovator
sample sourcer for clinical trials and
Bioequivalence studies. The brand has
a strong global presence and plans to
leverage this to be a preferred partner
for healthcare companies around the
world.

OTHER BRANDS
A P2P (Peer-to-Peer) lending concept,
PaisaDukan is a marketplace which
comes under the category of NBFC,
wherein borrowers can take loans from
individual investors. The brand
operates as a safe zone for the investor
as well as the borrower to curb the
advent of financial exclusion in India.

SlashRTC is one of the fastest-growing
companies in AI and contact center
solution space. They provide complete
call center management systems to
automate business processes by
applying NLP, MLU and ML into their
solutions.
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